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About This Game

Welcome, stranger! Welcome to the Neta-Vark where the Wamnis live and celebrate the beauty of the universe. And not even
the invasion of the dangerous Trogoglux will stop the party. The Doldazan Gods will save the Wamnis so that nothing will stop

the celebrations. Nothing? Or is there something which could actually ruin everything?
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What about vridniX? A hero that can't stop running! He bounces against walls, hangs on to the ceiling with his massive tongue,
can do backflips in mid-air and above all... he has the unique ability to rotate the levels by picking up special orbs! The problem:

He is a selfish brat. And our main character. vridniX, is a lazy kid who wants others to worship him. It's when the Trogoglux
come to the Neta-Vark that vridniX will stand up to be the first one to stop them. But on his way, by using his ability to rotate

the zones, he will eventually destroy all the places he passes through.

vridniX mixes frantic platformer gameplay and an original story that will continually surprise you!

Key Features

Never stop running!

Make the levels rotate

Survive in 6 strange worlds and over 100 frantic levels

Meet many twisted characters in funny cutscenes

Fight epic bosses, but you can't attack!

7+ hours of gameplay!

Destroy everything you love

Face the salt
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Title: vridniX
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Uncanaut
Publisher:
Deck13
Release Date: 16 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Dual Core or Equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9 compatible video card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 700 MB available space

English,French,German
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I can't say I really enjoyed the main plot, but everything else is worth putting your money in it. Once you pick up the controller,
you'll have a real hard time to stop playing because the game does a really good job at never making you want to take a break.
The music alone is worth the price tag. Seriously, it's up there with danny baranowsky and the guys behind VVVVVV for the
title of best indie games soundtracks. Really highlights some of the most memorable levels of the game.

Also, there's some good jokes in it.. Inspired by some platform classics, vridniX is a very dynamic runner, available in several
languages (french, english, german and chinese), developped by a new french team, Uncanaut.
With an high quality soundtrack, and dialogues tinged with humor, vridniX bring a fresh breeze in the platform game universe.
It will please the challenge seekers, and the platformers fans, and put their patience to the test.

If you're looking for some skill-asking games, vridniX might be what you whant!
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